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Abstract 
The “SCUDHunt” game-based experiments conducted by the CNA Corporation and ThoughtLink 
Inc during 2000–2002 explored Shared Situational Awareness (SSA) in a Network Centric Warfare 
(NCW) environment. This paper re-analyses those experiments, with a particular focus on the 
human dimension of the experimental results. Our re-analysis demonstrates that differences 
between “good” and “bad” teams had a greater impact on mission effectiveness than any 
technology factor. It also shows that major contributors to mission effectiveness were good team 
dynamics, professional mastery, and ability to use the technology. This underlines the importance 
of the human element in the networked future force, particularly in coalition and multi-agency 
environments. 
Keywords: teamwork, game, shared situational awareness, NCW. 
 

1.  Introduction 
Following the work of Alberts et al in the 1990s [1], Network Centric Warfare (NCW) has been 
strongly endorsed by Defence Forces in the US, Europe, and also in Australia [2,3], albeit with 
some criticism and calls for refinement of the concept [18, 19, 20]. NCW is defined as [1]: 
 
“… an information superiority-enabled concept of operations that generates increased combat 
power by networking sensors, decision makers, and shooters to achieve shared awareness, 
increased speed of command, higher tempo of operations, greater lethality, increased survivability, 
and a degree of self-synchronization. In essence, NCW translates information superiority into 
combat power by effectively linking knowledgeable entities in the battlespace.” 
 
The four fundamental assumptions or tenets of NCW in US doctrine are [4]: 
 

1. A robustly networked force improves information sharing. 
2. Information sharing and collaboration enhance the quality of information and shared 

situational awareness. 
3. Shared situational awareness enables self-synchronization. 
4. These, in turn, dramatically increase mission effectiveness. 

 
Figure 1 illustrates this chain of assumptions. In Australian NCW doctrine, two additional tenets [2] 
are added, which have a supporting role rather than being part of the chain in Figure 1: 
 

5. Professional mastery is essential to NCW. 
6. Mission command will remain an effective command philosophy into the future. 

 
Professional mastery is defined in Australian doctrine to be [2]: 
 
“… an expression of how individuals apply their skills, knowledge and attitudes to the task at hand 
… developed through training, education and experience.” 
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Mission Command is an effective command strategy going back to Guderian [5, 6], which 
“promotes flexibility and individual initiative” [2] while being “responsive to superior direction” 
[24]. 
 
By revisiting a series of experiments conducted in 2000–2002 using the “SCUDHunt” game, we 
will show that the human dimension of NCW is potentially more important than the technology 
dimension, and that these additional tenets (or some generalisations of them) are critically important 
for the success of NCW. Further tenets relating to the human dimension may also be needed. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Network-Centric Warfare Tenet Chain 

 

2. SCUDHunt 
The “SCUDHunt” game-based experiments conducted by the CNA Corporation and ThoughtLink 
Inc during 2000–2002 [7, 8, 9, 10] explored the middle part of the NCW tenet chain: Shared 
Situational Awareness (SSA), and particularly how technology can improve this. 
 
Simple and elegant, the SCUDHunt game nevertheless challenged experienced military personnel, 
and therefore collected data that continues to provide useful insights into the implementation of 
NCW. 
 
The game involves locating three stationary “SCUD” missile launchers hidden on a 5×5 game 
board. A distributed team of four players attempts to locate the missile launchers using information-
gathering assets of different kinds: 
 
Player 1 – Space Asset Manager: 

• Reconnaissance satellite 
 
Player 2 – Air Asset Manager: 

• Manned aircraft (may produce false positives) 
• UAV (can be shot down) 

 
Player 3 – Intelligence Manager: 

• Communications Intelligence (can be fooled by deception operations) 
• Human Intelligence (reliable, but highly limited) 

 
Player 4 – Special Operations Manager: 

• Joint Special Operations (need to be inserted and extracted) 
• Navy SEALS (can be inserted via coastline only) 

 
The left side of Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the SCUDHunt game software [7], with the 
Intelligence Manager focusing Communications Intelligence efforts on square D1. 
 



Figure 2: Snapshot of SCUDHunt game [7] 
Team members playing the SCUDHunt game need to work together to collect information and then 
make a group decision on SCUD locations. Figure 3 shows an example conversation between team 
members playing SCUDHunt [10]. Figure 4 shows the SCUDHunt game process. 
 

Space Player: SPACE to col. 3. 
Spec Ops Player: With your assets up to the ne, I can send the seals across to 

D2 and joint spec ops up to d5 
Spec Ops Player: Both spec ops will be within search range of E3/E4 
Air Player: Maybe spec ops can clear out row E. I’ll take manned air 

over row A and the uav down col 4 so that next space pass 
will give us corroboration 

Spec Ops Player: I could send the seals down to E2 vs D2 next, but both air 
and space had e2 clean 

Spec Ops Player: Air, are you thinking Joint Spec ops to E4 this round vs D5 
Space Player: What is level of conf that INTEL is right about E5 (that 

SEALs chickened out?)? 
Air Player: Yes, because you can always move to D5 on a diagonal, 

right? 
Intel Player: Where is Joint Spec ops starting from? Can they do E4 this 

turn and D5 next? 
Intel Player: Comint is VERY good at saying a space is Clear 
Spec Ops Player: Yes to intel, they start back in E5. the Koronans ability to 

hide scuds is low, I think Joint Spec Ops hit that low 
probability of koronan security with no scud. 

Spec Ops Player: So seals to D2, Joint Spec Ops to E4 this rnd. 
Space Player: Concur. 
Air Player: Sounds good 
Intel Player: 6 of one, half dozen of another 

Figure 3: Sample SCUDHunt Team Conversation [10] 
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Figure 4: SCUDHunt Game Process 
 

3. Experiment 1 
The first SCUDHunt experiment, conducted in 2000 [8, 9], involved six teams, including high 
school and junior high school students, as well as adults. Each team played six games, with a 
different combination of collaboration technologies in each game, and with each team trying the 
different technology combinations in a different order. A Latin Square experimental design was 
used, and the experiment trialled three kinds of collaboration tools: 
 

• Voice chat (telephone). 
• Text chat. 
• A “shared visualisation” tool. 

 
The shared visualisation tool is shown on the right of Figure 2, and provides a combined view of the 
data collected by all players. On the surface, such a tool seems of great benefit, although in practice 
it did not increase performance beyond that of voice or text chat. 
 
Performance with these tools was compared against performance with no communication between 
team members, i.e. with each team member predicting SCUD locations based only on his own 
intelligence assets. 
 
Published results for this experiment concentrated mostly on how the technology influenced Shared 
Situational Awareness (SSA), but perhaps more interesting are the mission effectiveness scores. In 
this experiment, mission effectiveness was measured by the expected number of SCUD launchers 
destroyed, if three air strikes were made at the locations recommended by the team (assuming the 
air strikes were totally successful). We have re-analysed the experimental data that was collected on 
mission effectiveness, summarised in Table 1. The data in Table 1 is classified according to team, 
and whether one or more of the collaboration technologies was made available. 
 
 



Expected Number of SCUDs Destroyed (0…3) Team 
One or more 
technologies 

No collab. 
technologies 

Overall 

T1 2.4 1.1 2.2 
T2 (poor leader) 2.3 0 1.9 
T3 2.5 0.5 2.1 
T4 2.6 1.5 2.4 
T5 (students) 1.7 0 1.4 
T6 (junior students) 0.7 0 0.6 
Average 2.0 0.5 1.8 

Table 1: Mission Effectiveness Scores for Experiment 1, by Team 

The effect of having some form of collaboration technology was naturally extremely statistically 
significant (with the probability that the results were due to random chance being p < 0.00001 by 
Analysis of Variance), since without any collaboration technology, the team could not collaborate. 
However, the experiment did not show any statistically significant difference between the different 
kinds of technology (p = 0.89). Table 2 shows the averages for the difference combinations of 
collaboration technology trialled. The slight variation in these results can only be attributed to 
random effects – all three forms of technology seem to be of equal value. The original report on this 
experiment suggested that perhaps “ the nature of the SCUDHunt game and experiment created a 
situation in which the information conveyed through the shared visualization tool and through the 
text and voice communications had a high degree of overlap” [9, p3]. In high-tempo environments, 
voice communication is more effective than text chat [23], but the SCUDHunt game did not have 
enough time pressure for this effect to be significant. 
 

Technology Expected Number of SCUDs 
Destroyed (0–3) 

Voice chat alone 2.2 
Text chat alone 2.1 
Shared Visualisation alone 1.9 
Shared Visualisation & Voice 2.0 
Shared Visualisation & Text 1.9 
Average 2.0 

Table 2: Mission Effectiveness Scores for Experiment 1, by Technology 

The differences between the six teams were also statistically very significant (p < 0.0002). The 
student teams performed particularly poorly, as did Team 2, where the Space Asset Manager acted 
as team leader in spite of making poorer guesses on SCUD locations than anyone else in his team 
[9, p 34]. This reflects an issue famously raised by Kruger and Dunning [11]: 
 
“… when people are incompetent in the strategies they adopt to achieve success and satisfaction, 
they suffer a dual burden: Not only do they reach erroneous conclusions and make unfortunate 
choices, but their incompetence robs them of the ability to realize it.” 
 
This phenomenon creates a significant problem when the individual with incomplete awareness is 
an authoritarian team leader. It becomes even more of a problem in cultures with high “power 
distance,” where people feel greater pressure to agree with authority figures [13, 14]. During the 
Falklands/Malvinas War, the authoritarian Argentinian military culture compromised effectiveness 
and contributed to the eventual British victory [15]. Well-designed computer-based collaboration 
systems do offer the opportunity to reduce this effect, and make it easier for team members to 
present their point of view, since they are insulated from at least physical forms of intimidation 



[12]. The use of Mission Command [6] also helps to reduce this problem, by empowering 
subordinates to carry out their missions using the means which seem best. 
 
Analysis of Variance of the experimental data shows that 39% of the variation in the results is due 
to team differences, 31% due to the presence or absence of collaboration technology, and the 
remaining 30% due to random effects. In other words, the differences between teams had a greater 
impact on mission effectiveness than any of the technologies. This has an important implication for 
NCW: should the introduction of NCW divert attention away from the personal selection and 
training needed to create effective military teams, then it could well prove to be a disadvantage. 

4. Experiment 2 
Some light can be shed on issues involving effective military teams by re-examining SCUDHunt 
data collected in an experiment at the US Naval War College (NWC) in 2002 [10]. Again, team 
effectiveness was not the focus of the original experiment, but the excellent experimental design 
allowed a re-analysis of the results to be conducted in a similar way to the previous experiment. 
 
This experiment involved six teams of military personnel, half officers, and half NCOs. There was 
no statistically significant performance difference between the two groups (p = 0.77). Given the 
Australian NCW tenets, we were interested in the effect of professional mastery on military 
effectiveness. Since only limited data about people was collected in the original experiment, we 
measured professional mastery for NCOs using simply rank. For the officers (who were mostly at 
the O5 level), we used the highest level of educational qualification obtained (encoded to have a 
distribution of numbers similar to NCO ranks). Table 3 shows the numbers of people in each 
category. 

Professional Mastery Level NCOs Officers 

4 
  

E4 (2) No Degree (0) 

5 E5 (1)  

6 E6 (1) Bachelors Degree (3) 

7 E7 (5)  

8  Masters Degree (8) 

9 E9 (3)  

10   PhD (1) 
Total Personnel 12 12 

Table 3: Professional Mastery Levels for SCUDHunt Experiment 2 

Players were also asked two questions about technology skills: 
 

• “Please rate your level of expertise with text chat on a 1…7 scale” 
• “Please rate your level of computer skill on a 1…7 scale” 



 
Averaging the answers to these two questions provided a simple measure of technology mastery. 
 
Data for this experiment was collected slightly differently from the previous experiment, and in our 
re-analysis, we focused on the average accuracy of each individual’s guesses about SCUD 
locations. As in the first experiment, the biggest differences were between teams, as shown in Table 
4. Even when members of the team did not agree, they often benefited from discussions with other 
team members. Between-team differences in accuracy scores were statistically significant (p < 
0.01). Also noticeable was the fact that players on some teams had a very large difference between 
their average accuracy scores. In other words, they came to radically different assessments on 
where the SCUDs were located. This is evidence that these teams were not functioning properly, 
and hence we use the standard deviation (“spread”) of results within a team as an indirect measure 
of team failure. 
 

Team Average 
Age 

Ave. Technology 
Mastery Level 

Average Player 
Accuracy 

Standard 
Deviation 

T1 (officers) 45 4.2 57% 18% 
T2 (E7/E7/E7/E9) 42 4.4 83% 3% 
T3 (officers) 39 3.3 68% 6% 
T4 (E4/E4/E5/E6) 27 5.2 60% 9% 
T5 (E7/E7/E9/E9) 44 4.4 55% 15% 
T6 (officers) 48 5.4 78% 2% 
Average 41 4.4 67%  

Table 4: Team Breakdown and Results – Experiment 2 

The data does not permit any definite assessment as to why certain teams failed. Anecdotally, team 
T2 appeared to succeed because all players knew each other well, and had developed a winning 
strategy during practice sessions of the game [10, p 14]. Team T6, composed of reservist officers, 
also worked together extremely well. One player on team T6 was able to apply prior experience 
from analogous problems in mine detection and clearance [10, p 16]. 
 

 
Figure 5: Effect of Team “Spread” on Player Accuracy – Experiment 2 

The standard deviation (“spread”) of results within a team predicted 45% of the variation in 
individual player’s accuracy scores, as shown in Figure 5 (officers in this graph are denoted by 
squares, and NCOs by circles, while the vertical and horizontal lines show mean and standard 



deviation). This effect was statistically very significant (p < 0.0004), and the ability of players to 
work together as a team had a greater impact on performance than any other factor. Naturally, a 
large “spread” of results means that the average score must be poor, although if player scores were 
random, that would not imply a correlation with team “spread.” What is important is that teams 
which agreed with each other (teams with a low “spread,” at the left of Figure 5) did well. That is to 
say, their agreement was correct (as we shall see in Section 5, this is not always the case). However, 
it would be desirable to repeat the experiment with a more direct measure of team failure than just 
the “spread” of results, in order to confirm this finding. 
 

 
Figure 6: Effect of Professional Mastery Levels on Adjusted Accuracy – Experiment 2 

Adjusting the results for the team effects, the professional mastery levels in Table 3 predicted an 
additional 9% of the variation in player’s accuracy scores, as shown in Figure 6. This effect was 
statistically moderately significant (p < 0.06), since it only involved aspects of professional mastery 
not related to teamwork (aspects such as the analogy with mine detection and clearance described 
above). In a re-analysis such as presented here, such a level of significance should naturally be 
treated with some caution, and it would be desirable to repeat this study with an experiment 
specifically designed for studying teamwork and other human factors. In games more closely 
resembling real military operations, we would expect the effect of professional mastery to be 
greater than the 9% found here. 
 

 
Figure 7: Effect of Technology Mastery Levels on Doubly Adjusted Accuracy – Experiment 2 



Adjusting the results for both team effects and professional mastery levels, the technology mastery 
levels (based on the two questions about technology skills) predicted a further 9% of the variation 
in player’s accuracy scores, as shown in Figure 7. This effect was statistically moderately 
significant (p < 0.03), since the SCUDHunt game software was not particularly difficult to use 
(although team T3, with the lowest technology mastery levels, did experience difficulty using the 
software). 
 

 
Figure 8: Effect of All Three Factors on Player Accuracy – Experiment 2 

 
Figure 8 shows the prediction of player accuracy scores A, using a multiple regression on all three 
factors (team “spread” S, professional mastery P, and technology mastery T): 
 
 A ≈ 39 – 1.58 S + 3.6 P + 3.7 T (1) 
 
This combined regression predicted 63% of the variance in player accuracy scores (a correlation of 
0.80), with 37% of the variance due to unknown or random factors. Since most of the variance is 
accounted for, we can have some confidence that professional mastery, technology skills, and, most 
of all, teamwork are the main drivers for mission effectiveness in this kind of networked team 
environment. This lends support to Australia’s inclusion of professional mastery within the NCW 
tenets [2], as well as highlighting the need for improving teamwork. It is generally accepted that 
mission command is associated with improved teamwork, although work remains to be done on 
establishing this linkage formally [18]. 
 
It is interesting to note that player ages had no additional effect on performance (p = 0.47), i.e. there 
was no support for the idea that younger personnel have an advantage in this kind of computer-
based teamwork. Indeed, in the first experiment, younger players were at a significant disadvantage. 
This is probably because the two key factors of professional mastery and teamwork are both 
developed with increasing maturity. 
 

5. Shared Situational Awareness vs Mission Effectiveness 
Returning to Experiment 1, our re-analysis examined factors determining mission effectiveness, 
while the original analysis [8, 9] considered Shared Situation Awareness (SSA), as measured by 
agreement between team members on where they thought SCUDs were located. How does SSA 
relate to mission effectiveness? 
 



NCW tenets 3 and 4 suggest that increasing SSA will improve mission effectiveness. Figure 9, a 
refinement of a graph in the original analysis [9, p 20], shows that 64% of the variance in mission 
effectiveness was due to SSA (a correlation of 0.80). 
 
Squares in Figure 9 show results for the three poorly-performing teams (T2, T5, and T6) and circles 
results for the three better teams (T1, T3, and T4). Figure 9 shows clearly that the three poorly-
performing teams had poorer mission effectiveness then would have been predicted based on their 
SSA scores, and this is statistically extremely significant (p < 0.00001). That is to say, the three 
poorly-performing teams failed partly because they came to incorrect shared agreements about 
SCUD locations. 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Mission Effectiveness Predicted by SSA for Experiment 1 

 
Shared Situational Awareness (SSA) is thus not an end in itself: poor teamwork and insufficient 
levels of professional mastery can lead to teams agreeing on incorrect assessments of the situation 
and on incorrect courses of action. Without adequate training of military personnel, networking 
technology runs the risk of reinforcing such incorrect agreements, rather than reinforcing desirable 
self-synchronisation. 
 
One way in which incorrect SSA can occur is the process of “group-think” articulated by Irving 
Janis in the 1970s [21,22]. “Group-think” can occur when partially isolated teams with high group 
cohesion tackle difficult problems under high stress levels. This combination of factors matches 
exactly the situation of a small co-located team which is part of an NCW environment. 
 
A tragic example of incorrect SSA was the shooting down of Iran Air Flight 655 by the USS 
Vincennes on 3 July 1988 [17]. The problems involved in classifying an incoming air track, such as 
occurred on that day, are similar to those raised by the SCUDHunt game. In both cases, different 
kinds of information of varying reliability must be combined to give situation awareness – and in 
such situations, providing more information does not necessarily improve decision-making [16]. 
Also in both cases, performance is affected by the tools available, the level of training of personnel, 
and team dynamics.  However, in real operations, the stakes are higher than in a simple computer 
game, and incorrect situation awareness can have far more serious results. 
 
 



6.  Conclusions 
In this paper, we have re-analysed data from the 2000–2002 “SCUDHunt” experiments, which 
examined the performance of networked teams in a simple military-inspired scenario, in order to 
shed light on the tenets of NCW. Re-examining data from the first SCUDHunt experiment 
demonstrated that differences between “good” and “bad” teams had a greater impact on mission 
effectiveness than any technology factor. Closer examination showed that one of the characteristics 
of “bad” teams was incorrect agreement on the situation, i.e. agreement which did not translate into 
mission effectiveness (as illustrated in Figure 9). 
 
Re-examining data from a 2002 SCUDHunt experiment at the US Naval War College provided a 
clearer understanding of the factors leading to good performance. These were: 
 

• Good team dynamics, indicated by a narrow “spread” of accuracy scores within a team, and 
responsible for 45% of the variation in performance (although a better measure of team 
dynamics would be desirable for future experiments). 

 
• Professional mastery, as measured by rank for NCOs and formal qualifications for officers, 

and responsible for 9% of the variation in performance. 
 

• Technology mastery, as measured by self-assessment of skill with computers and text chat, 
and responsible for 9% of the variation in performance. 

 
The importance of team dynamics and professional mastery in this experiment provides some 
justification for the two additional tenets which Australia has added to NCW doctrine: 
 

• Professional mastery is essential to NCW. 
 

• Mission command will remain an effective command philosophy into the future. 
 
It would be beneficial to confirm the results of our re-analysis with an experiment specifically 
designed to study team issues. In particular, better measures of team dynamics would be desirable. 
 
Further work also remains to be done on the relationship between mission command and effective 
teamwork [18]. However, the re-analysis which we have conducted supports Australian doctrine on 
the importance of the Human Dimension [3, p 6]: 
 
“It is not technology, systems or platforms that generate the real capabilities for our Defence 
Force, it is the strength of our people. The power of Australia’s Defence Force has always been the 
quality of its members. We have a history of achievement and excellence, which provides a firm 
foundation for our current activities as well as those of the future. However, this foundation may be 
eroded if we do not give our people the high priority they deserve.” 
 
However, there is a lack of detailed understanding of the individual and team factors which lead to 
superior performance in an NCW environment.  The observations made by David Alberts [4] 
remain true: 
 
“How teams work is a subject that has received some attention, but little of it has been focused in 
military domains with the pressures inherent in these situations. … We need to know far more than 
we currently do about this behavior so that we can better focus our experiments and determine the 
ranges of expected team performance. … Work needs to be done to identify the various forms of 



collaboration, understand their characteristics, and relate them to military tasks and situations. … 
Cross-cultural collaborations present a unique set of challenges that must be better understood.” 
 
Since the Australian Defence Force has operated in cross-cultural collaborations in the past, and is 
likely to do so in the future, further research on team dynamics in cross-cultural environments is 
particularly important. This applies both to potential cultural barriers between countries, and 
cultural barriers between Defence and other agencies [3, p 12 & 15]: 
 
“… we will need to engage in strategic partnerships with organisations outside Defence to a 
greater extent than we currently do. We will require a better understanding of the non-military 
agencies and organisations involved in whole-of-nation responses … Australia has never 
undertaken significant military operations alone. Future operations – as in the past – will probably 
be conducted alongside the defence forces of other nations.” 
 
The challenge to researchers is to develop the understanding needed to make such operations 
successful. 
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